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Comptroller General 
of the United States 

The Honorable *Jack Brooks 
Chairman. Legislation and NatIonal 

Security Subcommittee 
Committee on Government Operations 
House of Representatives 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

In response to your April 2 1. 1986 letter. this report describes the results of the third phase 
of our re\,iew of the quality of audits performed by certified public accountants ( C‘PAS I. In 
this phase, we determined whether there was a relationship between the procurement 
process used by state and local entities-defined as governmental units or programs that 
receive federal funds-to obtain audit seKices and the quality of the audits that resulted. 

Our review showed that entities are almost three times as likely to receive an audit that 
meets professional standards when they have an effective procurement process compared to 
Lvhen they do not. We also found that entities are much more likely to have an effective 
procurement process if financial officials-people with specialized knowledge of 
governmental accounting and auditing techniques-are involved in planning and 
implementing the procurement process. 

This report sets out a framework that entities can use to effectively procure audit ser\.ices. 
This framework includes four critical attributes that, to the extent legally possible. should be 
present in any procurement, regardless of size. These attributes are 

l competition, 
. solicitation, 
. technical evaluation, and 
l written agreement. 

This report recommends that entities ( 1) carefully assess their procurement practices and 
take actions, consistent with their own state and local laws and regulations, to utilize the 
procurement framework we outlined, (2) use qualified technical people, specifically those 
knowledgeable in governmental accounting and auditing, in the procurement process. and 
(3) use audit committees in the audit process. 



-- 

As agreed ivith your office. unless J’OLI publicl~v announce the contents of this report wrlwt 
\ve lvill not distribute it until 30 da),s from the date of this report. At that time. \ve !vill stw 
copies of the report to the Director of the Office of Management and Budget. intrre\ted 
congrewonal committees. and other interested parties. Lye ivill also make copies ;1\.iiIlablr I 
others upon request. 

Charles A. Bowsher 
Comptroller General 
of the Lrnited States 
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Executive Summary 

Purpose The federal ,go\w-nment adminisrers domestic: assls~an(y I~I’I ICKI~C, I\ II 
outla)x exceeding 5 11 NJ billion per >.ear throrlgh 3tarti anal II I# ;11 21 )\ t’rn 
merits. The recipients of these funds are required to br ;LII(~I~IV~ ;mti 
often cwnlract dIrectI>, with nonfederal auditors-nrnc~\rI> IY~IYII’I~V~ l)tlt 
lit accounTants ( C’P.AS I-for audits. These audits help ~~~III‘(~ I h;ir r’t~(lc~r 
funds are used for intended purposes and that recipirnry ;iciml nlsrc’r 
their programs in compliance ivith all applicable laiv> ancl t’~~<llliltl~~~\~ 
Each j’ear. these federal fund recipients pa)’ WAS hetivcen .5 I (I( 1 ;tntl 
$ZI!U mlllion to perform these audits. and this amount ii.ill Inc_rtwcA 1t.1’ 
full implementation of the Single Audit Act of 198-I. LvhIch it.111 Inc:rea-, 
the number of entities required to obtain audits of their federal f11nc1~ 

In April 1986. Representative #Jack Brooks, Chairman. Legl~lafion ant1 
National Security Subcommittee, House Committee on Got-ernmt:nr 
Operations. asked GUI to evaluate the procedures used by state and II II 
officials to obtain the semices of public accounting firms. Mr Rrocoks 
request resulted from earlier hearings on c-p.4 audit qualit>.. \i hlc:h 
revealed significant problems with such audits. Specificall>.. \Ir Brc-~& - 
asked G.KI to assess whether a relationship exists betiveen t htn \\ a>’ the- 
officials procure audit sewices and the quality of audits that rrwlt. Iit 
also requested that GXO make recommendations for corret’~lng xi!. !%.eab 
nesses in current procurement procedures and for ensuring htlalth>. 
price competition among firms interested in performing po\.ernnwnt-al 
audits. 

Background Accountants C.MCP.\) have cited concerns about the quality ~)t’ audlr~ of 
goL*ernmental units and factors that adversely affect audit qllallt), OL.et 
the last 2 years. G.W has issued two reports’ addressing CP.~ alwIlt qualir: 
which indicated that CP.AS did not satisfactorily comply ivl[h prof’e+ 
sional auditing standards in many cases. A recent XICPA task t‘orc:e repot 
confirmed GW’S concerns with audit quality and concluded that pro- 
curement was one of several contributing factors and recommended tha 
a study be undertaken of the procurement of audit ser\.ices and the \va! 
in which that process influences audit quality. 

In this review. GAO determined whether an identifiable relatlon>hlp 
exists between the process used to procure audit services from I I’.\s and 
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Executive Summar) 

the eventual qualic>* of the audit. Because no criteria rsisted to wal~~a[r 

the effecclveness of an audit procurement prc’cess. I;.AI I first (-.()I~\ rnrd a 
panel of espercs Lvho helped identif!. four “crlcical accrlbuces” r hat 
should be present Lvhen procuring audit ser\ ices. G.V:I NXS able c(~ t-1 ,nl- 
pare these attributes against pre\‘iously establIshed criteria for rt~duat- 

ing audit quality deLVeloped in its March 1984 repot-c on audit qrlallt). 
and was then able co determine if a relationship esisted. This ivas cl1 )IW 
by analyzing the responses to a questionnaire GXO sent to a sample of 
state and local officials asking them to describe the procedures the!- use 
for procuring audit semices and by reviewing a sample of audits. 

Results in Brief Experts in the fields of accounting, auditing, and contracting helped t;.AI? 
develop a framework for procuring audit ser\.ices that, if followed. 
should substantially improve the quality of audits of state and local go\‘- 
ernmental units. This framework includes four “critical attributes” for 
an audit procurement process-competition. solicitation. technical eval- 
uation, and written agreement. 

GAO analyzed the responses to its procurement questionnaire and found 
that state and local governmental units were almost three times as likeI> 
to receive an acceptable quality audit when their procurement processes 
met the criteria for all four attributes than when they did not. These 
findings are projectable to a universe of an estimated 5.&X) audits that 
were received by seven federal agencies and reviewed for audit qualit! 
from October 1. 1984, to April :30, 1986. 

Principal Findings GAO found that 58 percent of the entities in its universe used a proc:ure- 
ment process for engaging their auditors that did not meet the criteria 
for all four attributes. While some entities may have met one or m(?re t,f 
the criteria, it was necessary co meet all four of the attributes to be c:on- 
sidered to have an effective procurement for purposes of GAO’S anal)xes. 
GAO defines entity as any governmental unit or program required by lag 
or regulation to obtain an audit of its federal funds. GAO found that 
these entities received unacceptable quality audits from their CP.\S 46 

percent of the time. However, the incidence of unacceptable qualit) 
audits fell to 17 percent when entities met the criteria for all four accrlb- 
utes. (See chapter 2.) 

In addition to determining whether entities met the criteria for all four 
attributes, GAO analyzed the extent to which entities met the criteria iot 
each attribute. The analyses of the questionnaire responses indicated 
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Executive Summary 

Recommendations 

that 3s percent of the entitles did not ha\c an effective s>‘stem for 
obtaintng competrtion. 29 percent did not hai*e an effective ~oltc:ttattc~n 
process, 43 percent did not have an effecti\.e technical e\.aluatlc)n prr~ 
cess. and 46 percent did not prepare an effective written +?rezement. i; 
considered the entity to have an effecti\*e process for an attrIbute if it 
met the criteria for that attribute. I See chapter 2.) 

In addition. GUI found that some entities engaged in muiti>.ear agrre- 
ments. These agreements normally provided for annual contract renr~ 
at the entity.5 ( tption -usually contingent upon the audit firm perfrrrm 
ing acceptahilh quality work. Although there was some disagreement a~ 
to the ideal kbngth of a multiyear agreement, most of the experts G.V) 
spoke with indicated a range of from :3 to 5 years. GAO agrees that r:nt I 
ties should consider using multiyear agreements, preferably of a .~-JY:,~I 
duration. due to the potential long-term cost savings and benefits. I SetI 
chapter 2.) 

GAO’S analyses also showed that personnel with financial backgrounds- 
preferably specific knowledge of governmental accounting and auditIn;: 
-make a major contribution in helping the entity meet the c.rtterta fat 
the four critical attributes. (See chapter 3.1 

GAO also found that audit committees, in addition to overseeing entities;’ 
financial operations. can play an important role in helping entities plan 
and implement their procurement processes. (See chapter :3. J 

Finally, G.W found that entities currently have very’ little guidance and 
employ a wide variety of procurement techniques. As a result. G.W 
believes that a detailed procurement handbook, incorporating the princ:i 
pies discussed in this report, could provide entities. to the estent 
allowed by state or local law or regulation, with the means to more 
effectively procure audits. (See chapter 4.1 

GAO recommends, among other things, that entities that procure (I?-\ ser- 
vices carefully assess their procurement practices and incorporate the 
four critical attributes of an effective procurement process. Specificall!. 
GAO recommends that entities 

. obtain competition by ensuring that at least two audit firms are (:onstd- 
ered when selecting a qualified auditor, 

. prepare solicitations that are comprehensive and convey all ;ntdit 
requirements to interested audit firms. 
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. use specific technical factors in selecting a qualified audit firm. 
l prepare ivritten agreements ivhich hold both the entity and the audrt 

firm accountable. 
. consider using multiyear agreements. preferably of a S-year duratron. 
. obtain financial officials-qualified personnel with specialized knoivl- 

edge of governmental accounting and auditmg-to assist in planning 
and implementing their procurement processes, and 

. consider the benefits of using audit committees both to help plan and to 
oversee entities’ procurement processes. (See chapters 2 and 3. I 

In addition, GAO endorses the formulation of detailed procurement guid- 
ance as an important vehicle to improving audit quality. The results of 
LAO’S bvork should be useful in this effort. G.\O believes the guidance can 
be best accomplished by all interested organizations working together 
under the auspices of an intergovernmental organization facilitating the 
project or by GAO leading the project with the assistance of an advisory 
committee. (See chapter 4.1 

Agency Comments During the review, the views of experts in the fields of accounting 
auditing, and contracting were sought, and are incorporated in the 
report where appropriate. However, as agreed with the requester’s 
office. GAO did not obtain formal comments from federal agency’ inspec- 
tors general. contracting entities, or the public accounting profession on 
this report. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The federal go\‘ernment administers domestic assistance programs ii it I 
outlays esceeding IlUO billion per year through state and local go\ ern- 
ments. These programs include financial assistance to unl\-ersitles. (.oI- 
leges. and proprietary schools; block grants and housing a%;sigtance to 
cities and counties: and social ser\.ice and economic assistance to corn- 
munity organizations. The recipients of these funds are required to be 
audited and often contract directly Lvith nonfederal auditors--mostI>- 
certified public accountants (cp.As j- for these audits. The federal go\.- 
ernment also administers a number of guaranteed and insured loan pro- 
grams that require program participants to have annual audits by CP.\Y 

These audits help ensure that federal funds are used for intended pur- 
poses and that recipients administer their programs in compliance ivith 
all applicable laws and regulations. Each year, recipients of federal 
assistance pay CPAS between $100 and $200 million to perform these 
audits. 

In April 1986, Representative Jack Brooks, Chairman. Legislation and 
National Security Subcommittee, House Committee on GoLvernment 
Operations, asked us to eLraluate the procedures state and local official3 
use to procure the services of public accounting firms. Mr. Brooks’ 
request resulted from earlier hearings on CPA audit quality. ivhich 
revealed a significant problem with the quality of CPA audits of federal 
grant funds. Specifically, Mr. Brooks asked us to determine Lvhether an 
identifiable relationship exists between the procurement process and thl 
quality of audits. He also requested that we make recommendations fol 
correcting any weaknesses in current procurement procedures and for 
ensuring healthy price competition among firms bidding for audit 
contracts. 

- 

Procurement of CPA Deficiencies in the way entities procure audit services is not a new con- 

Audits Is a Long- 
Standing Problem 

tern. For the purposes of our study, we define an “entity” as any gov- 
ernmental unit or program that is required by law or regulation to 
obtain an audit of its federal funds. In recognition of the fact that man) 
audits did not comply with professional standards, GAO and the Ameri- 
can Institute of Certified Public Accountants (NW\) jointly sponsored a 
colloquium in Cherry Hill. New Jersey, in 1980, to explore ways to 
improve audit quality. 

One major area of discussion at the colloquium was the problems associ- 
ated with procurement practices. The colloquium members concluded 
that there were an adequate number of procurement methods for 
obtaining CPA services. However, they expressed much concern about 
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Chapter I 
Introduction 

the lack of guidance belogv the federal let-e1 about hou- IO properI! ;~pp[~- 
these procurement met hods. 

In their report, colloquium members stated that entItles’ lack ~bt’ ~NICI- 
ante for procuring audit semices was further c:ompounded b>. ii nll*l~n- 
derstanding of the scope and limitations of services provided t, 1 I’\Y .4s 
a result. the>* concluded that on man)- occasions the qualit!. ot’ ;in nl.ldit 
decreased because all parties to the contract did not agree in the bepln- 
ning on the nature of the senTices that Lvould be provided. the ;tudit 
period, or all price provisions. This was due, in the members.’ oplnlcms. 
to the complexity of the request and proposal process. 

Since 1984. (;.\(I and the .WPA ha\.e become !lew concerned about the 
quality of audits of go\.ernmental units. In the last 2 years. 1r.e issued 
two reports addressing CPA audit quality.’ In our %Iarch 1986 report (tn 
audit quality. \ve stated that CP.U did not satisfactorily comply ivit h pro- 
fessional auditing standards in 34 percent of the governmental audits 
they performed. During this study, we spoke with many local <o\.rrn- 
ment officials and program managers who contract for audit <erx,ic~r<. 
federal officials who oversee audit quality. and CP.U to find (XII \r.t-~y 

many audits did not comply with professional standards. \!‘e often 
heard that where some of these audits were not in compliance Li.lth pro- 
fessional standards, the cp.4 and the entity had not adequateI>. c:ornmuni- 
cated and agreed on the scope and focus of the audit engagement bet‘ore 
the work was completed. 

Further, in July 1985, the .WPA established a task force \vlth one I vi 115 

objectives to “determine the factors that adversely affect the quallt> ot 
nonfederal auditors’ financial and compliance audits of governmental 
units and funds, and recommend ways to correct these conditions ” The 
recently issued “Report of the Task Force on the Quality of Audir> of 
Governmental Units” (dated March 1987) concluded that procurement 
was a problem and included a recommendation that “a comprehenh1l.e 
study...be undertaken of the procurement of audit semices and the Ivan’ 
in which that process influences audit quality.” The task force repcjrt 
makes reference to our current study, which focuses on the relationshIp 
between audit quality and the procurement of audit serx-ices. and +rp- 
ports it as being responsive to the recommendation. 
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Last. as ive reported in March 19%. it is ultimately the CP.A’.C; responslb, 
lty to perform a quality audit. regardless of the process u.Ged t’~)r’ procu 
ing audit services. Therefore. in cases where the entitJ.‘s procIIrement 
process does not communicate the necessary requirements of the 
engagement, or this guidance is vague, the CP.A must ohtaln rhls ~nr‘nrm. 
tion by researching the law. consulting with program or rec~hnical offi- 
cials, or contacting the entity, before the final audit report is ~ubmitt~c: 

As previously discussed, problems with audit quality and their relatlot 
to the procurement process are the focus of this report. The follo\vmg 
sections describe these terms in detail, as used in the contest c,f this 
report. 

Defining Audit Quality In the context of our work, we define “audit quality” as compliance iv11 
the professional standards and contractual terms set out for rhe par-tic] 
lar type of audit being conducted. To help ensure consistent). m the 
scope and quality of audit work and in the preparation of prc~fet;slonal 
and meaningful reports. both the AICPA and G.W have issued s;randards 
that auditors must follow in performing governmental audits I;.\() stan- 
dards (commonly referred to as “generally accepted go\.ernmenr audit- 
ing standards”) are broader in scope than those established b). the ~ICP~ 
(“generally accepted auditing standards” ). 

Compliance with standards helps assure users of audit report:, f hat the 
auditor has adequately performed the audit and therefore in(:reasrs the 
probability that the audit report can be relied upon. Federal program 
managers rely on these reports to ensure that the audited entlt!. 15 man- 
aging its programs in compliance with federal laws and regulations and 
that material instances of noncompliance are identified. N’hen auditors 
do not comply with professional auditing standards. doubt 1s cx5t on the 
credibility of the audit and, thus, the usefulness of the audit rcp)rt ma> 
be reduced. 

Defining the The process of procuring audit sewices is an ongoing one. It bt$lns ivlt t 

Procurement Process 
an entity’s recognition that an audit is required, continues ivlt h the 
entity actually procuring the audit, and ends with the final ac’c,tbptance 
of the audit report. The responsibility of procuring audit sen’l(‘t*s 15 LISI I 

ally assigned to the program manager or other program admmlstrator. 
or to the finance director of a municipality. 
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In addition to state and local laws and regulations, entities receiving 
many types of federal assistance should follow attachment 0. “Proc~~re- 
ment Standards.” of either OMB circular A-102.’ or o%iB circular A- 1 lfJ.8 
in procuring audit services. These guldelines discuss basic procurement 
principles. such as obtaining competition. and the appropriateness ot 
various procurement methods. In applying the standards contained in 
the circulars, some entities have considerable latitude which alloivs 
them to employ a variety of techniques to obtain audit services. These 
techniques are discussed in chapters 2 and 3 of this report. 

Traditionally. entities have procured audit semices through formal 
advertising and competitive negotiation. In formal advertising. the 
entity issues precise, tailored specifications and awards the contract to 
the lowest responsive bidder. This method is only viable when the ser- 
vices are so well-defined that selection of an audit firm can appropri- 
ately be made on the basis of price alone. The complexity of most audits. 
however, usually requires that solicitation methods using factors other 
than cost be considered. 

Competitive negotiation has therefore been the preferred method for 
obtaining audit sewices because it is flexible enough to take price Into 
account but permits the entity to make informed choices given the mar- 
ketplace. Competitive negotiation allows an entity to trade off features 
of experience, quality. qualifications. and value and to take advantage 
of unique talents and proposals that might be offered and tailored pre- 
cisely to the entity’s needs. The framework for procuring audit services 
addressed in this report is consistent with this method of procurement. 

Objectives, Scope, and Our objectives in this review were to (1) determine whether an identifi- 

Methodology 
able relationship exists between the process entities use to procure audit 
services from CPM and the resulting quality of the audit, (2) make rec- 
ommendations to correct any weaknesses in current procurement proce- 
dures and to ensure healthy price competition among firms bidding for 
audit contracts, and (3) develop a framework that specifies criteria for 
an effective procurement process. This framework is used in this stud) 
to make the comparison in the first objective and to identify weaknesses 
in current procurement procedures. as noted in the second objective. 

‘“LCuform Requirements for Assistance to State and Local Governments” 8 January 1. 1 !+I I I 

4”Crants and Agreements With Institutions of Higher Education. Hospitals. and Other \lbn-pra~t~r 
Or@mzat~ons” !July 1. 1976). 
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To accomplish our ob;ecti\res. we performed Lvork in fi\.e areas First. L\ 
defined the scope of our work by identifying the uni!,erse ot’ entities 
that contracted for audits of their federal assistance funds S~SX. i\‘e 
applied criteria for evaluating the quality of audits being pro(:ured b> 
these entities. Third. we developed criteria to e\.aluate the el‘fec:tii.ene\- 
of these entities’ procurement processes. Fourth. we de\.eloprd a 
detailed questionnaire to obtain data on the manner in i<.hich entitles 
procured their particular audits and sent it to a statistical sample of 2 11 
entities in the universe. Finally, we analyzed the procurement questwn- 
naire by matching the responses with audit quality data that ivere indt- 
pendently applied to these same audits to determine whether there \~a* 
a relationship between procurement and audit quality. Entities’ 
responses to the questionnaire, and the corresponding audit quality 
data, form the basis for all of our analyses and observations presented 
in chapters 2 and 3 of this report. 

Developing Our Universe The scope of our work covered entities that received federal assistance 
funds and contracted with CPAS to audit these funds. These entities sent 
their completed audits to their appropriate regional inspectors general 
(RIG) where a quality control review was performed. A quality control 
review includes a review of the auditor’s working papers to ensure that 
the audit conforms with all applicable professional standards. To be 
included in our universe, the entity’s audit had to be quality control 
reviewed by the RIGS during the period October 1, 1983, through April 
30. 1986. 

Our findings and observations are based on data provided by a statisti- 
cally valid sample of 118 of these entities that responded to our ques- 
tionnaire. This total represents a 70-percent response rate based upon 
the 210 entities receiving copies of our questionnaire. Although all enti- 
ties in our sample had their audits quality control reviewed, we per- 
formed statistical tests to determine that these audits were 
representative of all audits sent to the RIGS during our time frame. 
Therefore, we can project our results to 5,800 entities nationwide. See 
appendix I for demographic data about the entities in our sample. 

Because inspectors general (IGS) decentralize the audit quality review 
process to their regional offices, we identified the universe of con- 
tracting entities at the regional level. However, we did not visit every 11; 
regional office; instead, we concentrated our work in the locations that 
coincided with six GAO regional offices. (See appendix I.) We performed 
our work at the regional offices of the following agency IGS: 
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l the Department of Agriculture i t.sm I. 
l the Department of Education, 
l the Department of Health and Human Semites i HHS A 

l the Department of Housing and Lrrban Development I HL'D 1. 

. the Department of Labor (DOL), 

l the Department of Transportation (nor j> and 
. the Environmental Protection Agency ( EPA ). 

We chose these agencies for our study because they administered pro- 
grams accounting for 95 percent of all domestic federal assistance in fis- 
cal year 1985. 

Obtaining Data on Audit 
Quality 

In our March 1986 report, we established criteria to measure audit qual- 
ity. which were accepted by the various sectors of the accounting and 
auditing community. In our current study, we applied that criteria to 
audits of entities in our universe. This information was entered into a 
data base that was later combined with procurement data provided by 
entities responding to our questionnaire. 

The audit quality criteria focused on auditors’ compliance with profes- 
sional standards for fieldwork and reporting-generally accepted audit- 
ing standards and generally accepted government auditing standards- 
and judged whether or not auditors satisfactorily adhered to audit stan- 
dards as a whole. Fieldwork standards consist of evidence, internal con- 
trol study and evaluations, and documentation, while reporting 
standards include financial, internal control, and compliance reporting. 
According to the criteria, auditors performed an unacceptable quality 
audit when they did not perform or document substantially all of the 
required fieldwork in any segment of the audit (compliance with laws 
and regulations, internal control review, and financial statements) or 
when they failed to report material internal control weaknesses or non- 
compliance with laws or regulations that they had discovered. 
Nonadherence solely to a general standard, however, did not preclude 
the audit from satisfactorily adhering to audit standards as a whole, and 
would have been judged of acceptable quality. 

We asked each RIG to review the results of its quality control reviews 
and, for each audit in the universe, to determine the quality of the audit 
in accordance with the criteria established in our March 1986 report. 
Although RIGS made this determination in most cases, there were a few 
instances where they did not have the resources to perform this task. 
Consequently, at some RIG locations, we had to determine the quality of 
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audits ourselves. To ensure conststency among all RIGS. we subsequent I 
visited many of them and verified their application of the criteria and 
the resulting quality determinations of 90 percent of the audits in our 
universe. This information formed the audit quality data base \ve used 
to determine whether audit quality is in fact related to entities’ procure 
ment practices. 

Developing Criteria for an 
Effective Procurement 
Process 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 
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.At the time of our review, criteria to evaluate the effectiveness of an 
entity’s procurement process did not exist. Therefore, to accomplish IJI, 
reporting objectives, we had to determine what elements should be prr’- 
sent to help ensure an effective procurement process. Because the cru 
cial elements of an effective procurement process are subject to 
different judgments, we wanted the criteria for evaluating an entity’s 
procurement process to be widely accepted and considered mmimall> 
acceptable to ensuring an effective procurement. Accordingly, we 
selected a panel of over 20 experts in the fields of accounting, auditing 
and contracting, who assisted us in developing a conceptual frameivor1.. 
for procuring audit services. 

The experts who assisted us in our study represent the following profe! 
sional organizations, business schools, CPA firms, and contracting 
entities: 

Government Finance Officers Association; 
National Association of State Auditors, Comptrollers and Treasurers: 
National State Auditors Association; 
National Intergovernmental Audit Forum; 
National Association of State Purchasing Officials: 
National Institute for Governmental Purchasing; 
President’s Council on Integrity and Efficiency: 
AICPA State and Local Government Committee; 
AICPA Members in Government Committee: 
AICPA Task Force on the Quality of Audits of Governmental I/nits: 
Harvard Business School; 
Ashby, Armstrong and Co., CPM; 

Clifton, Gunderson and Co., CPA.% 

Coopers and Lybrand. CPU; 
Kerber, Eck and Braeckel, CPAS; 

Purchase Bureau, State of New Jersey; 
Human Resources Administration, New York, New York: 
Fairfax County Government, Fairfax, Virginia: and 
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. Department of Economic and Commumty Development, St. iVaT’s 
County. MaTland. 

Our experts assisted us in two ways. First, they advised us m formulat- 
ing a framework for procuring audit services that included four critical 
attributes-competition, solicitation, technical evaluation. and lvritten 
agreement. The formulation of the framework began with a roundtable 
meeting in \Vashington. D.C., where our e.xperts were invited to discuss 
the attributes they believed an effective procurement process should 
include. Once the attributes were identified, we obtained a consensus 
among our panel of experts that they supported the framework. These 
experts believed that to maximize the possibility of obtaining a high- 
quality audit, all four attributes should be present when obtaining the 
services of cP.4s. 

Secondly, we asked the experts to help us develop detailed criteria to 
determine if an entity effectively met each of the four attributes when it 
procured its audit. These detailed criteria were developed by asking 
experts to identify the specific questionnaire responses that should be 
present for an entity to effectively meet each attribute. The experts’ 
consensus on which questionnaire responses should be present became 
the criteria against which each questionnaire was compared to see if the 
entity had an effective procurement process. 

Questionnaire 
Development and Use 

Early in our review, we developed a detailed questionnaire to identify* 
the procurement procedures entities used to obtain audit services for the 
audits in our sample and to elicit various demographic data about these 
entities. The questionnaire was an essential part of our analysis because 
it provided us with data to evaluate the effectiveness of entities’ pro- 
curement processes-the factor we compared with audit quality to 
assess whether a relationship exists. 

We developed our questionnaire over a period of 3 months, based upon 
discussions with over 50 contracting entities and assistance from cechni- 
cal experts within GAO. The questionnaire was designed to be compre- 
hensive and to cover most contracting methods entities might use. It ~vas 
pretested at eight contracting entities and subsequently revised to clar- 
ify substantive and format questions. Finally, we sent the questionnaire 
to all 210 entities in our sample with instructions that they complete it 
for the specific audit they obtained during our time frame. A follow-up 
letter was subsequently sent to entities not responding to our 
questionnaire. 
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Questionnaire Analyses Our sample of entity responses to the questionnaire was statisticall) 
weighted, and as mentioned prel,iously, is projectable to an estimated 
universe of about 5,800 audits. (The associated sampling errors are 
included in appendix II.) This projection is lower than the estimated 
9,000 audits in the universe nationwide because we did not do gvork in 
the northeastern, midwestern, and Pacific northwestern Lrnited States. 
and it is based on a 70-percent response rate from the entities in our 
sample. 

In addition to the statistical analyses developed and reported in chap- 
ters 2 and 3, which are projectable to our universe, we also report infol, 
mation from questionnaire responses on various methods and 
techniques entities use in their procurement processes. In these situa- 
tions, we only report the responses of entities in our sample and do not 
project to the universe. The title of each figure indicates whether it is 
descriptive of the sample or applicable to the universe. 

We edited the questionnaires for logic and consistency but we did not 
verify each entity’s responses to our questionnaire. All responses were 
then keypunched to create a procurement process data base, which ws 
then merged with the audit quality data base established earlier in the 
review. We then applied the procurement criteria to the data base to 
determine whether an identifiable relationship exists between procure- 
ment and audit quality. These results are presented in chapters 2 and 3 
of the report. 

To make recommendations on how to improve entities’ procurement 
practices, which was our second objective, we relied heavily on the enti- 
ties’ responses to the questionnaire; however, we also considered the 
views of our panel of experts and the discussions we had with over -50 
contracting entities in the planning stages of our review. Most of our 
recommendations related to the procurement attributes resulted from 
questionnaire responses. 

Our recommendations for correcting weaknesses in entities’ procure- 
ment procedures are not intended to supersede state or local law or reg- 
ulation. Instead, our recommendations are intended to assist entities 
where legally and administratively appropriate. 

We conducted our review between March 1986 and March 198’7 in accot 
dance with generally accepted government auditing standards, except. 
as requested, we did not obtain comments from federal agency KS. con- 
tracting entities, or the public accounting profession on this report. 
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However, as described here, the views of experts were sought In con- 
junction with our work and are incorporated in the report Lvhere 
appropriate. 
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Procurement Practices Relate to Audit Quality 

Based upon our review results, we found that the process an entity fol- 
101~s to engage its auditor significantly relates to the quality of the aucl 
and the final report. Thus, entities need to use a procurement process 
that strives for a quality audit at a reasonable cost. Through our ongo- 
ing process of discussions and validations with experts, we ha\re identl- 
fied four critical attributes that comprise the framework of a 
procurement process. They are 

l competition, 
. solicitation. 
l technical evaluation. and 
l written agreement. 

These four attributes provide a framework that, if followed, should sut 
stantially improve the procedures entities use to obtain audit services <I 
a reasonable cost and ultimately improve the quality of their auditors’ 
work. The detailed criteria we developed to evaluate whether entities 
used these attributes to procure their audits are discussed in detail late 
in this chapter. 

The entities’ responses to our questionnaire, when compared against th 
procurement criteria, showed that 58 percent of the entities in our uni- 
verse did not meet the criteria for all four attributes. While some entitic 
may have met one or more of the criteria, it was necessary to meet all 
four attributes to be considered to have an effective procurement for 
purposes of our analyses. Our data also showed that these entities 
received unacceptable quality audits from their CPAS in 46 percent of 
their engagements. On the other hand, for entities which met the pro- 
curement criteria based on their questionnaire responses, the likelihood 
of receiving an unacceptable audit decreased to 17 percent. Figure 2.1 
illustrates these results. Throughout this chapter, we use the terms 
“effective” and “ineffective” to indicate when an entity did or did not 
meet our criteria. 
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Figure 2.1: Effective and Ineffective Procurement Processes and Related Audit Quality 

Effective Procurement lneffecti ,e Procurement 

Acceptable 
Audit Oualitv. 

l + Unacceerat,~e 
46% \ 4udlt Q,al~r , 

kceptable 
;\udlt &ah 

Our analysis acknowledges that none of the four critical attributes can 
be considered totally independent of the others. However. based on our 
procurement criteria, our data further indicated that 33 percent of the 
entities did not effectively obtain competition, 29 percent did not have 
an effective solicitation process. 43 percent did not have an effecti\.e 
technical evaluation of proposals, and i16 percent did not have an effec- 
tive written agreement. These findings are projectable to a universe of 
an estimated 5,800 audits that were received by the seven agencies and 
reviewed for audit quality during our time frame (from October 1. 198-I. 
through April 30, 1986). Figure 2.2 illustrates these results. 
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Figure 2.2: Percent of Time Procurement Criteria Were Met for Each Attribute 

Comperlrion 

Written Agreemenr 

The following section describes the framework for procurinp aud~r 5er- 
vices developed for this review. 

Framework for a As stated earlier, one of our review objectives was to develop a r’ritme- 

Procurement Process 
work that specifies criteria for an effective procurement proct+s Li.e 
evaluated entities’ questionnaire responses to see if the entity mc11 t het;e 
criteria for four critical attributes-competition, solicitation. ttv hnlcal 
evaluation. and written agreement. To the extent possible. entltlt+ 
should include these attributes in their procurement processes fo 
increase the likelihood of receiving a quality audit at a rea~c~n;thlc~ price. 
Our panel of experts who helped us develop the procurement I rl!(‘rl;t 
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believed that they should provide flexibility because the requirements 
and complexity of audits vary among entities Therefore, to evaluate 
entities’ procurement processes. we applied criteria that esperts charac- 
terized as “minimally acceptable” to ensuring an adequate procurement. 

In addition to our framework, we belie\,e that planning is very Impor- 
tant to a successful procurement and is an activity that is inherent in 
every phase of the process. An entity that plans its procurement by 
properly investing the time and resources in one year can then benefit 
from this planning by using it as a basis for future procurements. Plan- 
ning may include, for example, developing methods to obtain a popula- 
tion of bidders, determining the provisions to be included in solicitation 
documents, establishing a list of factors to be considered during the 
technical evaluation process, or developing a format for formal written 
agreements between the entity and its auditor. 

We believe that entities were more likely to meet the procurement crite- 
ria if their questionnaire responses indicated that they spent time plan- 
ning their procurement. This included activities such as ( 1) identifying 
all of the details and requirements of the audit, (2) identifying any fed- 
eral, state or local statutes, regulations, agreements. or conditions that 
placed restrictions on the entity as it engaged its auditors, and (3) set- 
ting out for potential bidders a schedule of events that contained the 
significant milestones in the procurement process. 

The following sections describe in greater detail each of the four critical 
attributes of the procurement framework. Each section addresses the 
importance of the attribute, the criteria used to evaluate the attribute. 
and the results of our analyses of entities’ questionnaire responses in 
relation to the framework. 

Competition: A OMB circular A-102, attachment 0, “Procurement Standards,” states that 
Fundamental Premise in maximum open and free competition should be a basic principle of all 

Government Procurement governmental procurements regardless of dollar value or method of pro- 
curement. In the procurement of audit services, competition takes place 
when a number of presumably qualified firms compete against each 
other to provide the entity with audit services by submitting their 
respective proposals. The presence of competition in the procurement 
process helps the entity control costs by increasing the likelihood that a 
quality engagement will be performed by an auditor at a fair price. 
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For an entity to meet the criteria for competition. it had to hai’e indi- 
cated in the questionnaire that it attempted to identify at least two CIJ.~ 
firms which would potentially bid on the engagement. This could have 
been achieved through various means such as advertising, maintaining 
bidders list, or contacting firms as a result of referrals from ocher entl- 
ties. These methods have traditionally been the accepted ways of 
obtaining competition. 

Competition Could Improve 
Audit Quality 

The questionnaire responses clearly indicate that competition could 
increase the likelihood of a quality audit. Our analysis of those 
responses showed that a third of the entities in our unii*erse did not 
obtain competition. Of these, 59 percent received unacceptable qualit> 
audits. However, for those entities which did use competition. 2 1 per- 
cent received unacceptable quality audits. While the presence of compe. 
tition may not directly affect audit quality, we believe it increases the 
likelihood of receiving a quality audit and encourages entities to incor- 
porate the other three critical attributes as well. Figure 2.3 compares th 
frequency of acceptable and unacceptable audit quality Lvhen competi- 
tion was used. 

Figure 2.3: Effective and Ineffective Competition and Related Audit Quality 

Effective Competlrlon IneffectIve Compettrlon 

Unacceptable 
Aucltt Quallt, 

Acceptable 
Audit QuaMy 

As one of the first steps in obtaining competition, entities should iden- 
tify the population of bidders. Entities responding to the questionnaire 
stated that they used several methods to do so. They indicated that the: 
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advertised in local or regional newspapers, made direct mailings to CPA~. 

or obtained referrals from other entities. Some entities also attempted to 
identify audit firms by compiling a bidders list from sources such as the 
“Yellow Pages,” professional publications. references from other enti- 
ties, or past experiences with some audit firms or firms previously 
expressing interest in the engagement for future years. Figure 2.4 shows 
the methods the entities in our sample used to obtain a population of 
bidders. 

Figure 2.4: Methods Entities in Our 
Sample Used lo Obtain a Population of 
Bidders 

,oo Porcont 

90 

60 

70 

60 r 

Methods Used 
Notes 
1 Pertains to entItles which met the compefitlon cntena 

2. Percentages do not total 100 percent because some entitles used more rhan one mefhod of oblalnlng 
comoetitton 

Appendix III includes selected case studies where the lack of competi- 
tion in the entity’s procurement process may have led to the entity 
receiving an unacceptable quality audit. 
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Multiyear Agreements We believe chat competition can be obtained. while concurrenrl)~ reallz- 
ing the benefits of lower cost and efficiency, ivhen an entity uses multl- 
year agreements. Such an agreement in\rolves the entity engaging its 
auditor for more than 1 year at a time. 

In discussions with us. many of our experts stated that multq*ear con- 
tracts not only provided an incentive for an audit firm to devote time ta 
submitting a well-developed proposal and to establish its learning cun.1 
in the early years of the engagement but also minimized staff resources 
the entity spent on procuring audit semices. In addition, according to 
experts. the audit firm recovers some of its costs and realizes a profit in 
the second, third, or fourth year of the engagement. Further, two CP.G 

on our panel stated that their firms could minimize the risk of producin. 
a poor quality audit and make the greatest contribution to improving 
program and financial operations in the final years of their multiyear 
agreements. This is due. in their opinion, to the knowledge a firm can 
acquire over a period of time while performing an audit. 

During our study, we found that some entities engaged in multiyear 
agreements. These multiyear agreements normally provided for annual 
contract renewal at the entity’s option-usually contingent upon the 
audit firm performing acceptable quality work. Although there ~vas 
some disagreement as to the ideal length of a multiyear agreement. most 
of the experts we spoke with indicated a range of from 3 to 5 J’ears. M’e 
agree that entities should consider using multiyear agreements, 
preferably of a 5-year duration, due to the potential cost savings and 
continuity benefits over the long-term. 

We also asked experts to discuss the advantages and disadvantages of 
rotating audit firms once the multiyear contract period expired and the 
entity had to rebid the audit engagement. We found that opinions varied 
greatly as to whether the current audit firm should be allowed to submit 
a proposal. Those experts who favored rotation stated that the) 
believed it was advant.ageous for the entity to obtain a “new perspec- 
tive” from a different audit firm. 

On the other hand, others stated that firms commonly assigned differen 
staff to these audit engagements as a result of attrition or the una\,aila- 
bility of prior staff to work on the current-year audit. In these cases. 
experts felt that rotation of staff within the firm was sufficient to pro- 
vide a new perspective, therefore eliminating the need to ban the cur- 
rent auditor from submitting a proposal. Regardless of how an entit), 
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engages its auditor, it should consider the benefits of rotation and estab- 
lish a policy regarding its use when appropriate. 

Solicitation- 
Communicating Audit 
Requirements 

The solicitation process addresses the manner in which the entity com- 
municates its needs and requirements to potential bidders. When an 
entity uses an effective solicitation as part of its procurement process, it 
assures itself that all audit firms clearly understand the requirements of 
the audit and submit comprehensive proposals that can be evaluated on 
an equitable basis. Based upon the solicitation criteria, entities were 
more apt to obtain a quality audit when their solicitation process was 
formal and comprehensive and accurately conveyed all of the details 
and audit requirements to the audit firms. 

We believe that effective planning can help ensure a more comprehen- 
sive solicitation process. Entities can plan their process by deciding on 
the provisions to include in their solicitation document, time frames for 
audit firms to respond to the solicitation, and the manner in which they 
would respond to follow-up questions from the CPAS. 

Because the complexity and requirements of audits vary among entities. 
the criteria for an effective solicitation process-as developed for this 
report -allows for flexibility. Therefore, for an entity to meet the crite- 
ria for solicitation, we, in consultation with our panel of experts, 
decided that it had to include at least four items in its communication 
with potential bidders. For example, at least two of these items had to 
address background information on the entity, the period to be audited, 
auditing standards to be followed, the types of reports required, or the 
specific audit guide or program to be followed. (Appendix IV includes a 
detailed list of provisions that entities may include in their solicitation 
documents.) 

Meeting Solicitation Criteria 
Could Improve Audit Quality 

Entities can improve the likelihood of receiving a quality audit if their 
solicitation process meets the criteria established during this review. 
Our analysis of the questionnaire responses showed that 29 percent of 
the entities in our universe did not meet the solicitation criteria and 
received unacceptable quality audits 55 percent of the time. On the 
other hand, 71 percent of the entities met the solicitation criteria and 
had unacceptable quality audits 25 percent of the time. 

Figure 2.5 provides a comparison of the percent of times entities in our 
universe met the solicitation criteria and the quality of resulting audits. 
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Figure 2.5: Effective and Ineffective Solicitation and Related Audit Quality 

Effective Solclratlon Inetiecv,e SollcltatlGn 

Unacceprable 
Auct~t Quah~; 

Acceptable 
Audit Ouallty 

Axeoracle 
bar QuaId , 

Unacceptable 
hdlf GlJalll’, 

Although basic provisions, such as auditing standards to be follo\ved 
and type of reports required, should be present in all solicitation docu- 
ments, we believe the amount of detail should coincide with the size and 
complexity of the audit engagement. Experts stated at our roundtable 
meeting that entities may unduly restrict competition when they 
develop inordinately detailed specifications. Further, experts believed 
that extremely detailed specifications could result in vev complex and 
voluminous technical proposals which the entity is not prepared to 
properly evaluate. 

Once an entity identifies the information to be included in its solicitation 
document, we found those meeting the solicitation criteria devised a for- 
mal method of communicating the information to the audit firms. One 
method was through the preparation of a “request for proposal” ( RFP). 
which outlines all pertinent information for an audit firm to submit a 
satisfactory proposal. Other entities used an “invitation for bid” (~3). 
which served much the same purpose as an RFP, except that it limited its 
award to that qualified firm which submitted the lowest responsive cost 
proposal. Last, instead of, or in addition to the RFP or IFB, entities 
responded that they sometimes held one or more formal meetings, or 
presolicitation conferences, with audit firms to provide them with perti- 
nent or clarifying information. Regardless of the method used. entities 
should provide all perspective firms with the same information to 
ensure a fair and equitable process. 
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4s stated earlier. \ve betie1.e it is ultimatet>, the C-P.\‘-; responsihilir> ro 
perform a quality audit. Therefore. in cases Lvhere the entlt>.‘s ~,IIc.I~;~- 
tion prc.~~ss does not properI>. communicate all of the requirements ot 
the engagement or the stated requirements are vague. the (I’.\ mutt 
obtain this information before the final audit report is submitted. but 
preferabl!, e\‘rn before the contract document is prepared and rht, ;tudIt 
commence3. 

Figure 2.6. on the follokving page. highlights the solicitation nwthc~tl~ 
used bl’ entities in our sample which met the solicitation criteria. The 
charts show entities’ methods for engagements of various sizes. 

Appendis III includes selected esamples of how entities engaged their 
auditors. One describes how the entity’s solicitation process ma). t1aL.r 
contributed to it receii,ing an unacceptable quality audit In ant bt her 
esample. the (-‘PA ma)’ halve effectively mitigated potential audit 1:1rotv 
lems that could have resulted from a vague or incomplete ~;c~licltatlc~n 
document. 

Technical Evaluation- 
Selecting a Qualified 
Auditor 

The technical e!valuation process requires that an entity de\.lse ii nwt hod 
for e!,aluating the merits of each audit firm’s technical propcwl :~ntl t’11r 
selecting the WA firm that can provide a quality audit at a fair pt’~~.x:. 
The technical evaluation process focuses on the auditors’ skulls. y\pt’t‘l- 
ewe, commitment. and understanding of the audit requirements--~I~,- 
tars ivhich are then considered in selecting the best audit firm. P,il+cl ~bn 
questionnaire responses, we found that many entitles i 1 ) ~creentid 
potential bidders to determine those that possess basic or mandatl~ry’ 
qualifications, I 21 developed adequate technical e\,aluation t’a(:tc)w;. 
other than cost. to assess CP.G’ proposals, and (:31 applied theqe t’ct~.rllr*. 
first technical then cost, to select a winner. 
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Figure 2.6: Various Solicitation Methods 
Used by Entities in Our Sample by Size 
of Engagement 
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3 Percentages do not equal 100 because entItles may use more man one method 
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As stated previously, because the complexity and requirements of 
audits vary among entities, the criteria for an effective technical evalua- 
tion allow for flexibility. For an entity to meet the criteria for technical 
evaluation, we, in consultation with our panel of experts, decided that 
the entity had to indicate in the questionnaire that it considered at least 
three technical factors, other than cost, in its selection process. At least 
one of these had to be the firm’s technical approach to performing the 
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audit. the qualifications and technical backgrounds of staff to be 
assigned to the engagement, or the firm’s past governmental or industry’ 
experience. 

Meeting Technical Evaluation 
Criteria Could Improve Audit 
&uam 

Results of our review indicate that when entities meet the techn~c.A 
evaluation criteria they are more likely to receive a quality, audit Based 
on our analysis of questionnaire responses, we found that 43 perc:enr of 
the entities in our universe did not meet the criteria for technical e~.alu- 
ation. These entities received unacceptable quality audits 49 percent of 
the time, while entities in our universe which met the technical e\ralua- 
tion criteria received unacceptable quality audits 23 percent of the trme. 
Figure 2.7 compares the frequency of acceptable and unacceptable audit 
quality when an effective technical evaluation was performed and ivhen 
it was not. 

Figure 2.7: Effective and Ineffective Technical Evaluation and Related Audit Quality 

Etfecr.,e E~,aluar~on Inetfect~~d~e E raluatlcn 

Unacceprable 
Au,3 Quality 

Acceptable 
.Aucht Ouahty 

Further, table 2.1 illustrates how an entity can increase the likellh(w~d of 
obtaining an acceptable audit when it includes adequate techmcal ulte- 
ria, in addition to cost, in its selection process. 
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Table 2.1: Frequency of Acceptable 
Audits Based on Type of Criteria Used To Frequency 
Evaluate Bidders Of 

acceptable 
audit 

Type of criteria (percentage 
Cost aas only consderatlon 1 

Conslderatlon gwen to technlcal factors. but not sufflclent to meet the 
techrxcal evaluation cntena c 
Consideration given to technical factors sufficient to meet the technical 
evaluation criteria 

Prior to receiving technical proposals, entities meeting the technical 
evaluation criteria indicated that they developed procedures and techni 
cal criteria for evaluating proposals which considered the firms’ qualifi- 
cations as well as cost. The criteria could have considered such items as 
the auditors’ skills, experience, commitment, and understanding of the 
audit requirements. The criteria should be conveyed to proposers, if 
only in general terms, to allow the firms to emphasize their particular 
strengths in their technical proposals. Further, the entity should make 
its final selection consistent with established evaluation procedures by 
evaluating each firm’s strengths and weaknesses and ensuring that all 
qualified firms are fairly considered. 

The extent and type of technical criteria used in the evaluation process 
can vary depending on the complexity of the engagement and extent to 
which the audit firms have been “prequalified.” In addition to items 
included in the technical evaluation criteria, as discussed earlier, entities 
in our universe included factors such as 

the size and location of the firm, 
the range of activities performed by the firm, 
the firm’s participation in training and continuing professional educa- 
tion in auditing governmental programs, 
a description of the firm’s quality control procedures, 
results of internal and ex%emal quality control reviews of the firm, 
the firm’s supervisory and review procedures, 
time frames for the fieldwork to commence and be completed, 
the firm’s data processing capabilities. and 
the amount of assistance the firm expects from the entity. 

Several sources, including the Western Intergovernmental Audit Forum 
in its May 1986 Guidelines for Preparation of Requests for Audit Pro- 
posals, suggest that an entity apply values to technical criteria factors 
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Qualifying Audit Firms 

to identify qualified firms. By iveighing selection criteria by re1atiL.e 
importance m advance, the entity avoids later criticism of unfair selec- 
tion methods and ensures equitable ei,aluation of all proposers Most 
experts believe that only after an entity narrows the field of qualified 
firms to those which meet the technical criteria. should “cost” then be 
considered in the final selection. 

W’e believe that the auditor selection process requires many subjective 
judgments. We agree that each firm’s technical strengths should first be 
evaluated and ranked on the basis of the technical criteria before factor- 
ing in cost or price to arrive at a final selection. If an audit firm is judged 
not to be technically qualified to perform the audit. then it should not be 
selected, regardless of its cost proposal, because the risk of performing a 
poor quality audit is greatly increased. 

Appendix III includes selected examples of instances where entities’ 
selection of the winning audit firm was based on cost only, which may 
have contributed to their receiving an unacceptable quality audit. 

In discussions with some contracting entities early in our review, lve 
found that in an effort to make their evaluation process more efficient, 
entities sometimes eliminated many unqualified firms early in the evalu- 
ation process. They stated that they most often did this by requiring 
audit firms to meet preestablished mandatory criteria for their propos- 
als to be judged minimally technically acceptable and to be considered 
for further evaluation. Where not precluded by law or regulation, enti- 
ties may use a “request for qualifications,” which is a screening device 
that ensures that only qualified firms are sent the solicitation document. 
By eliminating firms early, the entity is spared from applying the more 
tune-consuming technical evaluation criteria to firms which do not 
appear to be qualified to perform the audit. 

To meet mandatory criteria, for example, an audit firm might have to 
(1) affirm that it is licensed to practice in the applicable state, (12) affirm 
that its staff meets the independence standard outlined in generally 
accepted government auditing standards, (3) affirm that its staff does 
not have a record of poor-quality work, (4) maintain its resources and 
office locations which will potentially do the work within a reasonable 
distance of the entity, and (5) provide evidence of an independent 
review with a positive outcome. We believe that these mandatory crite- 
ria are items that, if included in an entity’s technical evaluation process. 
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could help the entity meet the criteria for technical evaluation by eliml- 
nating firms that appear obviously unqualified to perform the audit. 

We also found that entities with large or numerous engagements some- 
times qualify prospective bidders as early as the competition or solicrta- 
tion stages. This prequalification process sometimes included technical 
criteria that went beyond basic or mandatov qualifications. For exam- 
ple, a major procurer of audit services for the City of New Sork main- 
tains a list of cp.4 firms which previously have been screened for 
mandatory qualifications and which have shown evidence of having 
received an acceptable independent review. Therefore, at the time of 
solicitation, RFPS are sent to firms already on the qualified bidders list, 
and responses are evaluated based on responsible cost and labor hours. 
This process facilitates a speedier and more efficient auditor selection 
process because audit firms are already judged “qualified” before they 
submit their technical proposals. It should be noted that this process 
also utilizes detailed quality control procedures after the audit is com- 
pleted. In this postaudit monitoring (discussed in more detail in the next 
section of this report), the entity determines that the audit was of 
acceptable quality, thus allowing the firm to continue to be eligible to 
bid on future engagements. Additional firms may be added to the “quali- 
fied” bidders list at any time after they pass the prescreening process. 

According to guidance issued by the Western Intergovernmental -Audit 
Forum, the extent to which entities prequalify bidders should be consis- 
tent with the size of their audit engagements. For example, entities with 
several larger engagements more frequently expend the additional 
resources to prequalify audit firms to reduce the time involved in solicit- 
ing and evaluating technical proposals. 

Written Agreement- A written agreement assures the entity that agreements reached with 
Documenting Expectations the audit firm adequately (1) represent a mutual understanding as to 

Between Entity and Audit how the audit will be conducted and (2) specify the accountability of all 

Firm parties. After the entity and CPA reach a final agreement on the price 
and terms of the engagement, we believe that the entity should prepare 
a written contract to confirm the agreements reached. 

Our analysis of questionnaire responses showed that entities in our uni- 
verse that met the criteria for written agreement had contracts that con- 
tained specific work-related (product or deliverables), legal, time. and 
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Results II~ fulr r-r!‘lew indicate that \vhen ;in entlt>. inc:l\lrles an t~t’t’~v.r I\‘~B 

u3-ltten ;tgreenient as part of its proc~nrrment process. it Inc.waw~ t ht~s 
likelihood that it ivill recei\.e, 8 qu;tI1ty audit. C)llr ;~nal~~sis ~)t’q~lt+icol- 
nalre responses showed that Iti percent of the entities in (our unl\ tar-e 
did not meet the criteria for wrItten agreement. These entities recvii-ed 
unacceptable quality audits 45 percent of the time. \vhlle rhe Incltltwt: 
of unacceptable quality audits decreased to 24 percent u.hen rnrll IV\ 
met the Lvrirten agreement cnteria. 

Figure 2.8. on the follokving page, compares the frequency (II’ ac:c:eljt;lblt: 
and unacceptable audit qualit). kvhen the entltles in our llni\ erw 
included an effec:tiLve lvritten agreement as par-t of the ptucurenwn~ 
process. 

In addition to increasing the possibility of obtaining a qualit). >iLlctlr. tr’ntl- 
ties which met the criteria for ivritten agreement were in a better IJOSI- 
tlon to take recourse against the audit firm in the e\.ent c,f po~~r-q~~nllt~~ 
ivork. Our panel of esperts described recourse measures such 21s I wtt- 
mg ad\.erse publicit>v for the firm through negati\,e references. wt’rrrln:‘. 
auditors to the appropriate state licensing boards. and requiring r tw 
auditor to properly complete the engagement or nithhold pay-nent 
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Figure 2.6: Effective and Ineffective Written Agreement and Related Audit Quality 

Effective Agreement Inetfectfve Agreement 

Unacceptadle 
Audll Quality 

Monitoring Is an Important 
Activit> 

- .Acceptadle 
Audll Cluallty 

Unacceptatxe 
h3ll Qual~r. 

.Acceptaole 

.&cat QuaIlI,, 

-Appendis III includes selected examples of how the lack of ;t u’rltten 
agreement may have contributed to an unacceptable qtlalic>~ audit and 
may halve prevented both the entity and the CP.~ from recei\.lng sat~s;fac- 
tion under the iverbal agreement. 

Although experts on our panel did not believe that the esistenc:e (of a 
monitoring program was a factor in meeting the criteria for ivrltten 
agreement, they stated that a written agreement does enhance an 
entity’s ability to monitor the firm’s compliance with the agreement. IJ%II 
circular A-102. attachment 0. states that entities should malnt;un a c:on- 
tract administration. or monitoring, system to ensure chat the auditot 
performs in accordance with the terms and conditions of the agreement. 
Ongoing monitoring also allows the entity. on a timel), basis. to identif), 
potential problems with the quality of the audit bvork or other potential 
contract nonperformance problems. 1Ve believe monitonng helps ensurr 
that entities get the sewices they paid for and that their audit reports 
are reliable and complete. Further, we belielre entities should de\?lop a 
system for monitoring the performance of the CP.~ firm. both at interim 
points in the audit engagement and at the conclusion of the audit. 

Entities responding to the questionnaire indicated that the!* II+ w\.eral 
monitoring techniques during the course of an audit engagement These 
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Figure 2.9: Method Entities in Our 
Sample Employed To Monitor Auditor’s 
Work 

Our analysis of the questionnaire responses showed that enrltie~ i\ Irh 
small or very small engagements t engagement fees less than S l( 1.1 I( 11) I 
sometimes found it difficult to properly monitor their CPU ~~vr1\: dut: t() 
a lack of resources and expertise. However. we be1iex.e that enf lr I(‘> t. ;m 
take certain steps to monitor CPA performance, even on small engact’- 
ments. For example. they can ( 1) ensure that the proposed staff i1t.t~ 
actually the ones performing the audit, (2) hire a consultant. for <I 4\ort 
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period of time. to assist in monitormg the audit firm. I 13 I clbt;iln \ (llun- 
teers from local profewonal and educational orgamzatlony to ;l-+l\t th, 
entit>-. and I 4) communicate with the appropriate KIG aho~~r thtb rt~s~~lt~ 
of its desk rex’ielv and possible quality control rel,iew of thr I II\‘- ;cudir 

The last example in appendix III illustrates the 1mportanc.e II~ monitor- 
mg contract performance. 

Conclusions and 
Recommendations 

-4s disc:ussed in the pre\.ious sections. our analysis of questIonnalre 
responses indicates that there IS a strong relationship bet~\wn ~I’~KIIIW 
ment and audit qualit).. It further indicates that entities are much mart. 
likely to receii.e acceptable quality audits ivhen the)’ emplo>, a procur(~- 
ment process that meets the criteria for each of the four attrlbutr5 as 
described in this report. Ho\ve\rer. we believe that entities are not taken: 
steps to ensure chat they ha\,e an effectii,e procurement procew. As a 
result. entities are almost three times more likely to recei1.e an ~lnaccepr 
able quality audit. 

Accordingly, \ve recommend that entities carefully asses> their prc~c’ure- 
ment practices and cake actions to include the frame\vork r~cablr4wd in 
this repot-t to better assure themsellres of obtaining qualified alldltors ar 
a reasonable cost. The follolving recommendations for irnptw~lnl! t:ur- 
rent procurement procedures are not intended to supercede eslst Ing 
state or local law or regulation. Instead. entities should consider these 
recommendations in light of their own legal and administratl\~tx rt:quIre- 
ments and incorporate them where feasible. Specificall),. 1r.e rtv.1 mmend 
that entities: 

l Ensure that at least two audit firms are considered ivhen wle~~rlng a 
qualified auditor. Where feasible, entities should obtain (wnptbt lr Ion in 
all circumstances, except when exercising renewal options IU~ multl>.eal 
contracts. 

. Pro\*ide multiyear contracts when possible. preferably for .i b’ear5. to 
the grinning audit firm co benefit from the auditor’s learning c.\lt-i’e and 
experience and to take advantage of cost savings associated l\‘It h not 
procuring audit services on an annual basis. However. once t htb I’( lnt I-act 
period expires. entities should rebid to ensure that they recel\ t’ iI qualm- 
fied auditor at a reasonable price. The entities must also decide u her he] 
they will permit their current auditor to submit a proposal t’or t htl 
upcoming audit. 
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l f%sure that their ~c,licitation--~hrther It 1s a request t’or pr~~l~,~~;~l. 111~ I- 
tatlon for bid. or other method-is c~~c-,mpt’ehcn~;l~~e and that all I’(~~~III~(‘- 
ments for the audit engagement are (_omrn~lni(:aced to intertw~~cl ;r~~(l~~ 
firms. 

l Ensure that the)* use specific technical fac.tors m wlectlng a q~~all~‘1~~(1 
audit firm. Entities should include items such as the audit firm’s IJ:iyt 
go\.ernmencal or industry esperlenc:e. the firm’s tec:hnic.al aplrr 1;tt.h to 
performing the audit. and or the qualifications of indi\vidual btat’t 
assigned co c he engagement. 

. Ensure that the technically qualified firm performs the audit t:llgilpt-- 
menc. at a price competlti\.e ivith chat of similarly qualified firnw. In 
selecting an auditor. ivhere entities are not required to proc.urtJ (in c:rlbt 
alone. cost should be one of the factors in selecting a (-P.A. but shorlld nor 
override a firm’s technical qualifications. 

9 Prepare a written agreement, signed b). the entity’ and the artdit firm. 
which includes provisions that hold both the entity and the firm 
accountable. For example. a firm may haIre co deli\*er an audit reIwrr b>- 
a specified date. and the entity may halve to have its financial rec:r)& in 
auditable condition. This can usually be accomplished through a c:nm- 
plete statement of work, which specifies the terms and swpe of the 
engagement. the product or “deliverables.” the engagement fee. and 
time and legal requirements. It should also contain pro\,isions III the I:aw 
of poor performance or nonperformance of the contract. An engagement 
letter may substitute for a written contract but should contain all ot’ the 
provisions that protect the entic),, in addition to the audit firm 

l Ensure that some monitoring techniques are employed so that thy rntl- 
ties obtain the services they are paying for or are in a position to rake 
recourse if the audit is of unacceptable quality. 
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In addition to analyzing the impact of the four critical procurement. 
attributes on audit quality, we found that other factors or entit>- chat-at 
teriscics are strongly associated with the effectiveness of an entity’s 
procurement process. Specifically. we found that the personnel in\-ol~w : 
in planning and implementing the procurement process. the we of the 
audit engagement, and the type of entity obtaining audit ser\Tices are all 
related to an entity’s meeting the four attributes. We identified these 
characteristics by analyzing entities’ demographic data and current 
practices, as reported by them in our questionnaire. 

Personnel With 
Governmental 
Accounting and 
Auditing Skills Are 

Our analysis of questionnaire responses showed that an encits’ is more 
likely to have an effective procurement process if financial officlals- 
those people knowledgeable in governmental accounting and auditing- 
are m\?olved in planning and implementing the process. Our analysis 
showed that financial officials were a major contributing factor in enti- 

Crucial to the 
ties’ meeting the criteria for each of the four critical attributes. To meer 
our criteria for financial officials, the entity had to indicate that its pro- 

Procurement Process curement involved an official with a financial background at an)’ point 
in the process. Figure 3.1 compares entities’ success in meeting the pro- 
curement criteria when financial officials were, and were not. ln\.nlved 
in the procurement process. 

Our questionnaire data showed that the types of financial officials 
involved in helping entities with their procurements consisted mainly of 
municipal treasurers, controllers, and business managers. Esperts we 
spoke with felt that since governmental audits are specialized and have 
some unique audit requirements, persons with knowledge of gol’ernmen- 
tal accounting and auditing- not just general financial backgrounds- 
are most desirable. 

We have already stated that planning is crucial to effective procure- 
ment. We believe these officials with knowledge of, or experience in go\.- 
ernmental accounting and auditing can help the entity plan and carr) 
out its procurement process by such actions as identifying strategies to 
obtain competition, identifying the entity’s audit requirements for its 
solicitation, helping develop specific technical factors and a selection 
approach. and encouraging the entity to develop a formal ij.ritten agree- 
ment with the winning audit firm. These officials are in a good position 
to know the specific requirements of go\?ernmental auditing and. there- 
fore. should know best how to solicit offers, evaluate proposals. and 
develop the written agreement that will help satisfy governmental 
auditing requirements. 
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Figure 3.1: Percent of Time Criteria for 
Four Attributes Were Met-With and 
Without the Presence of Financial 
Officials 
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Audit Committees Are 
an Effective James C. Treadway, Jr., issued an exposure draft in April 1987 that 

addresses factors that can lead to fraudulent financial reporting and 
Management Tool recommends steps to reduce its incidence. In this report, the cornmIssIon 

endorses the use of audit committees. The Commission states that audit 
committees should be mandated by the Securities and Exchange Com- 
mission to oversee the financial reporting process of all public compa- 
nies. The Commission believes that an informed, diligent audit 
committee represents the single most potentially effectivVe influence for 
minimizing fraudulent financial reporting and serves as an integral part 
of the internal controls of a company. The report states that one of the 
audit committee’s responsibilities should be to assess the independence 
of the auditor and the auditor’s review of the company’s internal 
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accounting controls. The report suggests that members of the audit com- 
mittee should be independent of the company and should be able to dis- 
cuss financial and legal matters with company officials in an advisor) 
capacity. 

During discussions with experts on our panel, they repeatedly stated 
that audit committees could serve a very useful purpose in the public 
sector similar to the one they serve in conjunction with corporate enti- 
ties, as discussed in the commission’s draft report. Experts believed that 
in addition to overseeing entities’ financial operations, audit committees 
can play an important role in assisting entities with planning and imple- 
menting their procurement processes. 

Experts strongly recommended the use of audit committees and stated 
that they are effective in both large and small engagements. Further. 
experts have recommended that audit committees be used to 

. participate in the entity’s procurement process, including planning the 
procurement and identifying and evaluating potential bidders; 

s participate in evaluating audit firms using preestablished technical 
factors; 

l provide active oversight of the entity’s procurement process: 
. conduct ongoing monitoring to ensure that the terms of the contract are 

met; and 
. review audit results and assist in postaudit quality evaluation. 

We endorse the concept of audit committees, as recommended by 
experts on our panel. We believe, and experts agree, that audit commit- 
tees can provide the broadest perspective and a greater range of assis- 
tance if they possess technical skills in accounting and auditing and 
expertise in the area of governmental contracting. However, some of 
these experts believed that audit committees lose their effectiveness if 
committee members do not have sufficient specialized training or if any 
are perceived as not being independent. 

The National Association of Accountants is currently spearheading a 
project to establish independent advisory audit committees in munici- 
palities among its 320 chapters around the country. This project focuses 
on using local citizens with knowledge of financial controls and report- 
ing. Its aim is to assist local municipal entities in providing “useful 
financial information which will keep government expenditures under 
control.” 
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Small Engagements 
Are More Vulnerable 

Our analysis showed that there are differences among the procurement 
practices of entities with large. medium, small, and very small engage- 
ment fees and that smaller procurements were more vulnerable to inef- 
fective procurement practices than were large engagements. 

For our study, we define a “very small” procurement as one \vith an 
engagement fee of less than $1,000. and a “small” procurement as ha\,- 
ing an engagement fee of between $1,000 and $10.000. imlB circular .A- 
102, attachment 0, and many state regulations define small purchases as 
those under $10.000.) Further, we define a medium procurement to he 
between S 10,000 and $75,000, and a large procurement to be greater 
than $75,000. About half of the entities in our universe had \.ery small 
or small procurements, while the other half met our definition of 
medium or large procurements. 

Table 3.1 shows the relationship between the size of the engagement and 
the extent to which the entity met the criteria for all four attributes. 
The table shows that the smaller the engagement. the more likely the 
entity will not meet all of the procurement criteria. We believe that this 
occurs primarily for two reasons-first, our data show that small 
procurements are more often lacking adequate and knowledgeable per- 
sonnel during the process, and, secondly, as reported in our March 1986 
report, small engagements are often let to smaller audit firms, which 
have traditionally had more difficulty complying with professional 
audit standards. 

Table 3.1: Percent of Entities in Our 
Universe Which Met the Criteria for All 
Four Attributes 

Percent of entities In unwerse 

Size of engagemenr 
Very small Small Medium Large 

7 44 42 7 

Percent meetmg criteria for all 
four attrlbutes 12 17 76 82 

%ery small [under $1 0001 small 1$1 000~$10.0001 mealum 1510 000-575.000) and large IG.er 6’5 301 

Type of Entity Relates We found that individual grant programs and proprietary schools were 

to Procurement both much more likely to not meet the procurement criteria than n-ere 
other types of entities. According to the questionnaire responses. indi- 

Effectiveness vidual grant recipients most frequently consisted of head start grants 
and community action agencies. while proprietary schools consisted of 
vocational and technical institutions, such as beauty and business 
schools. (See appendix I for a listing of other types of entities.) 
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Our analysis of questionnaire responses showed that these entities mot-c 
often had very small or small engagement fees, which we have shown 
are more vulnerable to ineffective procurement practices. Further, we 
believe these entities were more at risk because, as our questionnaire 
data show, they had a financial official assisting in planning the pro- 
curement process only about 20 percent of the time, while other entitie- 
in our universe had such assistance 40 percent of the time. 

Figure 3.2 shows the extent to which proprietary schools and grant em I 
ties did not meet the four procurement criteria, as compared to the rest 
of the population. 

Figure 3.2: Proprietary Schools and 
Grant Entities versus Other Entities in 
Our Universe-Percent That Do Not Meet 100 P@r=@nt 
the Procurement Criteria 

90 

El ProprNerar+ Scnoo,Granls 

El 
All Olhers 
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Conclusions and 
Recommendations 

(I)lll. ;tIlaIJ~St?> +hO\Ved that \r-hen I>t’~‘SOtlS IinOiVIedgtbiil-)Ie iib(IIIt +!(I\ t’t’I\- 

rnenr;ll ac~c.~otlnrlng and audltmg :issil;r the enlIt>. In I>lilnnlny ;ind Iml)lv- 
menring It5 procurement process. rhe enlit)’ I.‘; much mow Ilht~l~ to rnt’t’t 
the criteria for the four crItical attributes \!‘e also found ttwt t.t:rt;ilrl 
t>‘pes ot‘entiries and those ivith small engagement t’ccs are mort~ 11lirbl~. [II 
ha1.e Ineffec.rl\.e procurement processes. that is. prioresses r h:tt (-11 I nl Ir 
meet rhe procuremenr criteria. N’e belie\.c entities .should rtwqnlzt~ 
these trends and. whet-e feasible. take steps to ensure that their ptx,cuw- 
ment processes incorporate the four crltlcal attributes. In addition. 
esperts be1iei.e that audit commlttees can play an importanr role In 
assisting entities, both large and small. lr.ith planning and ~mplemenrmg 
their procurement processes. N-hile NY did not do a detailed anal>ws or’ 
the impact of audit committees. we agree ivith this concept. 

Xccordmgl~~. \i.e recommend that entities: 

l Ensure that qualified technical people-those w%h kno\<.ledge ot +!(,I.- 
ernmental accounting and auditing-are ini,olved in the I)t’r~~c~~ll~‘t~rnent 
process. This is especially important for entities ivith small itudit 
engagements and certain types of entities, such as individual ,$rant pry)- 
grams and proprietary schools. which seem to be most !xlner-able to 
receiving unacceptable quality audits. Qualified people should t1at.e 
knowledge in the technical aspects of go\‘ernmental accounting. wdit- 
ing, and contracting. Entities may be able to gain the assistance ot’ such 
professionals by using in-house resources, skills of esperts in the t:om- 
munity. and audit committees. 

. Consider the benefits of using audit committees. both 10 help plan ;ind 
carry out the procurement and to act as an independent hod), to o~erwe 
the process. 
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Procurement Initiatives Are Continuing 

The Single Audit Act of 1984 generally requires all entities receiving 
$100.000 or more in federal funds to obtain an organizationlvide audit 
of these funds. The act also requires entities which may have previous1 
relied on federal auditors CO obtain the sewices of independent auditor-k 
who are largely CPM. As a result. the need for effective audit procure- 
ment practices by these entities has increased. Because entities cur- 
rently have very little guidance and employ a wide variety of 
procurement techniques, guidance in the form of a procurement hand- 
book could provide them with the means to more effectively procure 
audits. The report of the 1980 joint GAO and AICPA colloquium in Cherry 
Hill. New Jersey, recommended that a guide be published chat would 
describe the types of procurement processes that are appropriate for 
obtaining audit services for various size engagements, as well as indicat 
when each should be used. 

In 1980, the Western Intergovernmental Audit Forum published draft 
Guidelines for Preparation of Requests for Audit Proposals. The Forum 
recognized that a comprehensive request for proposal and a thorough. 
objective process for obtaining proposals can contribute significantly co 
the effectiveness of the audit procurement process and to the quality of 
the subsequent audit. This document has been widely used by state and 
local entities for the solicitation phase of audit procurements and 
revised over the years. However, in the hopes of securing a broader 
endorsement of the document, and thereby guaranteeing an even wider 
distribution, the National Forum has recently obtained comments on the 
document from other regional forums and organizations representing 
current and potential users of their “model” RFP. Although the National 
Forum’s model provides suggested provisions for an audit RFP. the solici- 
tation process is only one aspect of effectively obtaining audit services. 
Accordingly, thorough and objective guidance for the entire audit pro- 
curement process is still needed. 

In March 1987, representatives of the Government Finance Officers 
Association, the National Association of State Auditors. Comptrollers 
and Treasurers, and other professional organizations involved in per- 
forming or procuring audits met with us to discuss the need for, and the 
possible avenues for developing, guidance on procuring audit semices. 
Representatives from these organizations believe that this guidance 
should be in the form of a handbook which would contain a conceptual 
framework for procuring audit services similar to what we propose in 
chapter 2 of this report. However, since this framework provides gen- 
eral guidance, we and the representatives believe the handbook should 
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also include detailed procedures and checklists for entities to apply as 
appropriate to the size and specific circumstances of their audit. 

We believe that such guidance would be an important vehicle to improv- 
ing audit quality, and we applaud the initiatives of those groups that are 
desirous of developing this detailed handbook. We believe it can best be 
accomplished by all interested organizations working together under the 
auspices of an intergovernmental organization facilitating the project or 
by GAO leading the project with the assistance of an advisory committee. 
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Appendix I 

Characteristics and Demographics of the 
Entities in Our Sample 

The following figures describe the location and types of entities, the fel-1 
era1 agency providing assistance funds, and the size of engagement fee+ 
for entities in our sample. We obtained these data from entities’ 
responses to our questionnaire. 

Figure 1.1: Location of Entities--Region 
of Country 

Denver 

San Francisco 

Figure 1.2: Type of Contracting Entity 

3% 
nousng 
Autnorltles 

c 35% 

2% 
CityCounty 
Munupalmes 

State/Local 
Programs 

Profmetary 
Schools 

Colleges 
and Universmes 

Grants 
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Appendix I 
Chsrscterbdcs and DemogrAphics of the 
Entitles in Our Sample 

Figure 1.3: Entities by Federal Agency 

4% 
H ‘!J D 

HHS 

Figure 1.4: Size of Engagement by Audit 
Fee 
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Appendix II 

Sampling Errors for Statistical Projections 

We used a statistical sample to determine whether there was an identifl 
able relationship between procurement and audit quality. W’e sent ques. 
tionnaires to a random sample of 210 entities that contracted with a CF. 
for audit services and whose audit was subjected to a quality control 
review by the appropriate regional inspector general from October 1, 
1984, through April 30, 1986. Questionnaire responses were subse- 
quently weighted and are statistically projectable to an estimated uni- 
verse of about 54300 audits with a 96-percent level of confidence. 

Statistical sampling enabled us to draw conclusions about our universe 
in this report based on information in the sample drawn from that uni- 
verse and responses to our questionnaire. As with any statistical sam- 
ple, the results of our sample are subject to some uncertainty, or 
sampling error, because only a portion of the universe has been selectee I 
for review and analysis and because not all of our 210 entities com- 
pleted and returned the questionnaire. 

The sampling error consists of two parts: confidence level and range. 
Our sample was designed so that the statistics derived from it could be 
projected to the estimated universe with a 95-percent level of confident 
that each statistic falls within a given range. 

Table II. 1 presents the sampling errors for the major projections in the 
report. It shows the reference on which the statistic is based, its locatior 
in the report, the projected statistic to the estimated universe. and the 
associated range of sampling error. 
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Appendix U 
Sampling Errors for Statistical Projections 

Table 11.1: Sampling Errors -. 
Percent 

Range of 
related 

GAO sampling 
statistic 

~---- 

Report chapter and reference 
Chapter 2: 
EntItles In our unlierse that 

Gld no1 meet all ~crrtlcat attnbutes 58 
Had an IneffectIve procurement process and an 
unacceptable audit 
Had an effective procurement process and an 
unacceptable audrt 

46 

17 
Did not meet competrtion crrterra 33 

Drd not meet competitron criteria and had an unacceptable 
audrt 55 
Met competrlion criterta and had an unacceptable audit 21 
Did not meet soltcrtatron crrterra 29 
Drd not meet solrcrtatron cntena and had an unacceptable 
audrt 55 
Met solrcrtatron criteria and had an unacceptable audit 
Did not meet technical evaluatron cnterra 
Drd not meet technrcal evaluation crrterra and had an 
unacceotable audrt 43 
Met technical evaluation criteria and had an unacceptable 
audit 23 
Did not meet wrrlten agreement criteria 
Did not meet wrttten agreement criterra and had an 
unacceptable audit 
Met written agreement Criteria and had an unacceptable 
audtt 

Chapter 3: 
Entitles In our universe that. 

24 

Met competitron crrtena with a flnancral offrclal present 81 
Met comoetrtion criteria tiith no financial officral oresent 35 

Met solrcrtation criteria with a frnancral official present 82 

Met solrcrtatron crrterra *tth no financial official present 45 
Met technical evaluation criteria with a financial official 
present 
Met technrcal evaluation cnterra with no ftnancial official 
present 

66 

36 

Met written agreement crrterra with frnancral official present 63 
Met written agreement cnterra wrth no financial official 
oresent 32 
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Appendix II 
!SampUng Errors for Stadsticai Projections 

Percent 
Range 

relate 
GAO sampler 

Report chapter and reference statistic err, ~__~- 
Size and type of entitles. 

Lerv small entItles ; -I- 
Small entItles -Iii?- &l 

--Medium entItles 42 3J- ___- 
Large entitles 7 l- 

-~ 
Very small entrees tilth an acceptable procurement 
process I2 3- 
Small entities with an acceptable procurement process 17 -- 

- 
Medium entitles wtth an acceptable procurement process 76 58- 
Frequency that proprietary schools used a flnanclal official 
In procurement process 20 :- ___~ 
Frequency that all other entttres used a financial official in 
procurement process JO 32- 
Large entities tilth an acceptable procurement process 82 50- --___ 
Proprietary schools that did not meet competitlon cnteria 47 20-- 
All other entitles that did not meet competition criteria 19 12-- 
Proprietary schools that did not meet soltcltation criteria 52 s5-: 

All other entities that did not meet solicltatlon cntena a -J-l _I ~-~ 
Proprietary schools that did not meet technical evaluation 
criteria 67 58-T - 
All other entitles that did not meet techrxal evaluation 
criteria 21 13-i 

Proprietary schools that did not meet written agreement 
critena 74 2-g - 
All other entities that did not meet wntten agreement 
criteria 20 12-Z 
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*be?gkd Case Examples , 

During our fieldwork, we found cases where entities did not meet the 
four critical attributes for an effective audit procurement process. From 
this group, we selected 36 detailed case studies where we visited the 
contracting entity. the winning CPA firm which performed the audit, and 
the appropriate RIG charged with responsibility for ensuring audit qual- 
ity. We considered factors such as the location and type of entity and 
the size and type of audit in selecting the 36 audits for detailed review. 

In documenting these cases, we found that there could have been many 
other factors-some not even related to procurement-that would con- 
tribute to an entity receiving an unacceptable quality audit. However. 
we believe that an entity increases the likelihood of receiving a quality 
audit at a fair price when it incorporates our framework of the four 
critical attributes in its audit procurement process. 

These case examples illustrate some of the problems that entities 
encountered when they did not use effective procurement practices. 
Two examples addressing each of the four attributes follow. 

Competition l A junior college in Pennsylvania paid about $7,500 for an audit of its 
student financial assistance grant for a Z-year period. The college did 
not promote competition, but instead, hired the same CPA firm it had 
used for over 15 years. The college’s director of finance stated that he 
used the same CPA firm because the college was satisfied with the firm’s 
services and quality of work. The Department of Education RIG subse- 
quently performed a quality control review on this audit and found it to 
be unacceptable. 

l A city in California selected the prior year’s CPA firm, on a noncompeti- 
tive negotiated basis, to perform its organizationwide audit. The city’s 
finance director telephoned the CPA firm to advise it that the city 
required an audit and asked it to prepare and submit an audit proposal 
and fee to be approved by the city council. In addition to not obtaining 
competition, the city did not comply with OMB circular A-102. attach- 
ment 0, which requires entities to obtain the federal agency’s approval 
when negotiating contracts over % 10,000 on a noncompetitive basis. The 
cost of this audit was $46,700. The RIG’S quality control review showed 
that the firm’s audit work was unacceptable. 

Solicitation . In Michigan, a community action agency executive director sent an RFP 

to five CPA firms requesting technical proposa.Is for an upcoming audit of 
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Appendix Ul 
selected case Examples 

their head start program. The RFP did not address man)’ of the prove- 
sions needed for an effective technical response. such as. I 1 I a descrlp- 
tion of the contracting entity. (2) t.he specific audit guide or audit 
program to be followed, (3) the audit standards to be folloived. and I 1 
the period to be audited. X representative of the winning firm ivho haI 
previously audited the entity subsequently t.old us that the RFP did nor 
provide enough information for any cp.4 to adequately respond to the 
request who was not already familiar with the program. thereblr makIt 
his firm the only choice. This audit was quality control reviekved by th, 
HHS RIG and determined to be unacceptable. 

l In Ohio, a public health center used an RFP to obtain technical proposal 
from cp.4 firms. The RF?', which contained only minimal information. I\ 
sent to six CPA firms. Similar to the previous example, the RFP did not 
address many of the basic provisions of an effective solicitation docu- 
ment. The RFP also did not provide for any type of meeting where the 
firms could obtain clarification or additional information. Only one CF.; 
firm responded to the RFP. and its engagement partner later told us ch;l 
the RF'P did not adequately communicate the entity’s audit needs or prl~p 
\ride sufficient information to adequately prepare a technical proposal. 
As a result, before submitting its proposal, the firm had to do prelimi- 
nary work to determine the condition of the entity’s financial records 
and assess the actual scope of the audit. After completing the prelimi- 
nary work, the CPA commenced the engagement and performed an 
acceptable quality audit. 

Technical Evaluation l A small housing authority in Georgia notified five CPA firms about an 
upcoming audit and asked them to submit proposals by signing a “Modt 
Form of Proposal and Contract Between Public Housing Agency and 
Independent Public Accountant for Audit Services” and inserting a pric 
bid. This standard form did not require proposing firms to include an> 
information on their technical qualifications. Lnstead, the firm’s cost 
proposal was the only factor in selecting the audit firm. Two firms 
responded to the solicitation, and the contract was awarded to the CPA 
firm with the lowest bid. The audit was subsequently quality control 
reviewed by the HUD RIG and was deemed to be unacceptable in manJ 
areas. The CPA who performed the audit told us that he probably woulc 
not have been awarded the contract had consideration been given to th 
firm’s past governmental experience because he was not very knowl- 
edgeable about how to perform a housing authority audit. 

l A state human services department in the Denver region procured its 
organizationwide single audit using guidance provided by OMB to coveI. 

two consecutive l-year periods. The RF? was comprehensive and 
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Appendix III 
selected case Examples 

requested audit firms to submit e\,idence of qualifications such a~ 1 1 ! 
the proposer’s experience as it related to this audit, (I 2) resumes of staff 
that would be assigned to the audit. (:3 I the proposed audit approac h. 
and (,4) references from other clients. Although the entity recei\,ed 
responses from five audit firms, it did not consider the firms’ qualifica- 
tions; instead. it appears that it selected the audit firm almost esclu- 
sively on cost. The HHS RIG subsequently found the audit to be 
unacceptable based on its quality control review. The RIG stated that the 
cp.4 firm that performed the audit could not have been fully aware of all 
audit requirements and that the firm’s low bid did not provide for 
enough labor hours to produce a quality audit. The engagement fee \vas 
estimated at $25,200, and the audit report was released by the RIG more 
than 15 months after the report date with a recommendation from the 
RIG that federal users place no reliance on it. 

Written Agreement l The owner of a vocational college in New Mexico obtained an audit of its 
student financial assistance grant for a S-year period. The entity official 
did this by contacting a former employee of the cp.4 firm which had pre- 
viously been on retainer. The procurement did not result in any type of 
written agreement-neither an engagement letter with pro\*isions pro- 
tecting the entity and the auditor nor a contract signed by both parties. 
Both the CPA and entity official told us that all agreements were irerbal. 
After performing a quality control review of the audit, the Department 
of Education RIG determined that the audit was of unacceptable quality, 
mainly due to the fact that it omitted one of the loan programs. At the 
time of our review, the entity had not paid the CPA its $800 audit fee 
and, because there was no written contract, cannot require the firm to 
complete work on the omitted loan program. On the other hand. the CP.\ 

has been unsuccessful in obtaining its engagement fee because it cannot 
prove that the work performed was all that it contracted to provide. 

. An education institution in Florida was required to obtain an organiza- 
tionwide audit of its federal assistance funds in accordance with OMB 

circular A-l 10. The entity officials responsible for obtaining the audit 
contracted with the same CPA firm which had prepared the institution’s 
general purpose financial statements since 1972. The entity did not pre- 
pare a contractual document setting forth the terms and conditions for 
the audit of its federal assistance funds, and an engagement letter for 
the audit was not prepared until several months after the audit was 
completed. The engagement letter, backdated 5 months, did not specif) 
that the auditor would review internal controls and compliance with 
laws and regulations and issue reports thereon. It also did not contain 
such provisions for recourse in the event of substandard work, contract 
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selected chse Examples 

termination, or administrative andior legal remedies for contract violit 
tions. Based on deficiencies noted by the HHS RIG in its quality control 
review, the audit firm voluntarily retracted and reissued the audit 
report after performing additional fieldwork. 
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Appendix IV 

Suggested Provisions for Solicitation Documents 
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Regardless of the t.ype of solicitation document used, entities can 
increase the likelihood of obtaining a quality audit when the solicitation 
document is comprehensive and accurately conveys all the details and 
requirements of the audit. The following represents a list of suggested 
provisions that we believe entities should include in any solicitation doc- 
ument. Although these provisions should be present, the extent to which 
the entity elaborates on them should coincide with the size of the audit 
engagement and procurement method used. 

(I) Administrative Information: 

background information on the entity; 
schedule of government funds by project or grant to be audited; 
description and magnitude of the entity’s accounting records; 
description of the entity’s computer system(s), if applicable; 
name and number of a contact person at the cognizant federal agency; 
period to be audited: 
term of contract engagement; and 
availability of prior audit reports and working papers. 

(2) Work and Reporting Requirements: 

auditing standards to be followed; 
extent to which entity would assist firm; 
specific scope of audit work to be performed: 
number and types of reports required; 
list of restrictions, such as copy services or work space; 
exit conference requirements; 
specific audit guide or program to be followed: and 
minimum audit requirements under applicable laws such as the Single 
Audit Act. 

(3) Time Requirements: 

date records would be ready for audit; 
dates for completing interim phases, such as fieldwork completion and 
draft report preparation; 
date of contract award; 
date final report is due; 
working paper retention requirements; and 
workpaper availability requirements for cognizant agency when 
applicable. 
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.4ppendix IT 
Suggested Revisions for 
Solicitation Documents 

(Slll597) 

f4’) Proposal Information: 

l evaluation criteria against which the proposal will be judged and 
l entity’s right to reject proposal. 

(5) Contractual Information: 

l provision stipulating recourse in the event of poor quality nm-k. 
l provision for Equal Employment Opportunity, 
l provision for termination of contract, and 
l provision for administrative and;or legal remedies for contract 

violations. 
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